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l. A bounded sequence {zk} is said to recur if for every positive 
integer k0 , positive integers kt, k2, • • • exist such that 
Let the whole sequence of positive integers (sometimes augmented 
with zero) be rearranged into a sequence of subsequences of the positive 
integers 
{,u0(s)}, {,u1(s)}, ... (s=O, 1, 2, ... ), 
where the elements of each of the subsequences are arranged in ascending 
order of magnitude. It is assumed that no two of the subsequences have 
an element in common. The above recurrence can now be characterized 
by the relation 
(1) ZP;<•>=ZP;<s+I) (s=O, 1, 2, ... ; i=O, 1, 2, ... ), 
where i may run through a finite, or an infinite number, of non-negative 
integral values. 
It is convenient to write .Ui for .Ui(O). The sequence { z"J has special 
significance when we come to consider the generalized limit of {zk}, and 
accordingly it will be called the base of the recurring sequence. In particular, 
the base will be called absolute if _LzP; either terminates or is absolutely 
i 
convergent. 
The following two examples are of recurring sequences with absolute 
bases. 
Example 1. 
Let {zk}={1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, ... } (k=O, 1, 2, ... ). This satisfies the recur-
rence ( 1) above when 
Also 
.Ui(s)=i+3s (i=O, 1, 2). 
_Lz"1=zp, +z", +zp, =z0 +~ +z2= 6. 
i 
In this example {zk} is periodic, periodic sequences being a special 
case of recurring sequences with absolute bases. 
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Example 2. 
1 Let ,u1=2i+1, ,u.(s)=,u,2• (i=O, 1, 2, ... ; s=O, 1, 2, ... ), and z,..= Ilia· 
Hence 
which is convergent. Also the union of the above subsequences is a 
rearrangement of the whole sequence of positive integers. 
For recurring sequences with absolute bases, I prove the following 
general result: let A=(a11,k) be a Kr-matrix ([1], 25) 1), so that A applies 
to the bounded recurring sequence {zk}; and 
00 00 00 
(2) Z~= ~a11,kzk=z11• ~an,p.<s> +zp, ~a11,p,<s>+ ... , 
k=O a=O s=O 
the rearrangement being valid, since the sums are absolutely convergent. 
Then 
1.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Kr-matrix to sum every 
bounded sequence belonging to a given recurrence whose base is absolute 
is that it sums every (0, 1) sequence belonging to the same recurrence and 
having but one non-zero element in its base. 
That the condition is necessary is trivial, since the (0, 1) sequences 
of the enunciation themselves belong to the class of recurring sequences 
with absolute base. 
To prove the condition sufficient, note that by hypothesis 
00 
O~jzl', ~ a11,p,<s>I~Mizp,l 
8=0 . 
(i=0,1,2, ... ) 
independently of n, where M is the Kr-bound of.A. 
00 00 
It follows that ~ zP, ~ a11.P,<•> is uniformly convergent in n. 
•= 0 8=0 
Hence, by (2), 
00 00 00 
(3) A -lim (zk) = lim z~ = ~ zP,lim ~ a11,p,<•> = ~ zP,A -lim (x~>), 
11-+00 i=O 11-+oo i=O i=O 
where {x~>} is a (0, 1) sequence such that 
x~1<•> = x~]<s+ll = 1 (s = 0, 1, 2, ... ) and x~l = 0 (k =/: ,u., ,Ui ( 1 ), ... ). 
The last sum in (3) is absolutely convergent, since A-lim (x~>) is bounded 
for each i, by hypothesis. This proves the result. 
It follows from the above theorem that in the case of recurring sequences 
with absolute base, at any rate, the summability problem is reduced to 
1 ) The number in square brackets refers to the bibliography at the end of this 
paper; the second number is the appropriate page. 
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finding the generalized limit of (0, I) sequences with bases containing 
one non-zero element. In other words, the problem is reduced to finding 
the conditions mider which the limit 
co 
lim ~ a,..~<<•> 
n--+co a-0 
exists, where {,u(s)} is a given subsequence of the positive integers. I 
shall return to this problem in the last section. 
If the series ~ lzl'(l is not convergent, the limiting process in (3) may 
i 
not be valid, but if we assume that A is a Kr-matrix and {zk} is bounded, 
then we define an infinite matrix B such that 
co co 
b,.,,= ~a ... ~<,<•>= ~a,..kx~> 1), 
•=O k=O 
for every n and i; the rearrangement in (2) is valid, and we can write 
( 4) 
1.2. If A is a Kr-matrix, the problem of the A-summability of a bounded 
recurring sequence is the same as that of the B-summability of its base, 
00 
when B is given by b,.,i= ~ a,..l'(<s>· 
8=0 
Of course, the matrix B not only depends on A, but also upon the 
class of recurrence to which the bounded sequence {zk} belongs. However, 
one can observe, for example, that when A and the subsequences 
{.uo(s)}, {flt(s)}, ... are such that B is a K-matrix, then A sums {zk} when 
its base is a convergent sequence (and, therefore, ~lzi'J may be divergent) . 
• 
The matrix B will be said to be associated with A. 
The following example illustrates how a recurring sequence whose 
base is not absolute may be summed. 
Example 3. 
Suppose that the sequence {zk} satisfies the same recurrence as the 
sequence in Example 2, but with zl', = ~ !i. In this case the base is not 
absolute. Suppose that A is the Abel T-matrix defined by a,.,.,.= (n+~)Hl' 
To use the method suggested by 1.2. above, we must consider the pro-
perties of the matrix B defined by A and the relations 
,ui=2i+ l (i=O, l, 2, ... ), 
,u.(s)=,u,2• (i=O, l, 2, ... ; s=O, l, 2, ... ). 
1) The sequences {x~>} are defined in the proof of 1.1. 
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We first note from the definition of B that 
b = ~ _l_(_.!:_)l't<•> =_I_ ~ (_.!:_)<2Hll2' 
u,i s=O n+l n+I n+Is=O n+l 
The series is convergent for all i and n, hence lim b11,;, = 0 for all i. 
'11-H>O 
00 
Next, since ,L an,k is absolutely convergent for all n, it follows that 
k-0 
00 00 
,L b"'·' = ,L an,k --?- l as n .....,)- oo. 
;,-o k-o 
00 
Hence, since ,L Ibn,>! is bounded for all n> 0, B is aT-matrix; and so, 
i-0 
by the Silverman-Toeplitz theorem, 
since 
00 
lim ,Lb113 zl',=l, 
n-+-oo i=O 
Hence, finally, it follows that the Abel limit of the given recurring 
sequence is l. 
These last results are included in the following theorem. 
1.3. For a given set of subsequences of the positive integers, {ft0(s)}, 
£ut(s)}, ... , and a given K,-matrix A, the associated matrix B is a K-matrix, 
if, and only if, A sums each of the sequences {x~>} defined in the proof of 
00 
l.l. and, in addition, £X=lim · ,L an,k exists. 
n-+-oo k=O 
The sum _Lan,k is absolutely convergent by hypothesis, and hence 
k 
00 00 
(5) ,L b11,;,= ,L a,.,k 
i-0 k=O 
for each n, by rearrangement 1 ). 
Also, by hypothesis, 
00 
(6) b11,;,= ,La,.,Jl,<•>--?-{3;,, say, when n-?-oo; 
s-o 
and if M is the K,-bound of A, then 
00 00 
,L /b,.,.j < ,L /an,k/ < M. 
i-0 k=O 
Therefore, B is a K-matrix with characteristic numbers £X, {J;,, and the 
conditions are sufficient. 
That the conditions are necessary follows immediately from (5) and (6). 
1} The matrix B may, of course, be row-finite. 
18 Series A 
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Corollary. 
B is aT-matrix if, and only if, ex.=\. and A-\im.\_x~'}='J for aU i. 
2. The results of the last section make apparent the dependence 
of the generalized limit of recurring sequences upon the subsequences 
{,u0(8)}, ~(8)}, .... Accordingly, this section will be devoted to the study 
of a particular class of bounded sequence {zk}, which will be called linearly 
recurring. 
A bounded sequence will be said to recur linearly if the subsequences 
{,u;,(8)} (i=O, l, 2, ... ; 8=0, l, 2, ... ),in addition to obeying the conditions 
laid down in section l, satisfy a linear recurrence. 
(7) ,ui(8)=p,u,(8-l)+w. (8=1, 2, ... ; i=O, l, 2, ... ). 
Since ,u1(8)>,u.(8-l) and ,u1(8)--?- = by hypothesis, (7) gives 
w>(l-p),u1(8) (8=0, l, 2, ... ; i=O, l, 2, ... ) 
and we have p;;. l. 
Again, (7) gives 
(8) 
(9) . ( w ) w ,ud8) = .U• + p-1 p•- p-1 (p > l). 
The numbers p, w are integers, since the numbers ,u.(s) are all integers 
by hypothesis; they also determine uniquely the sequence {,u,(s)} for 
each 8, once an element ,u, is given. 
Let p= l and w> l, then (l) becomes, on using (8) 
which with i = 0, l, ... , w- l, defines a periodic sequence with periodicity 
w; also the number of elements in the base of a periodic sequence equals 
the periodicity. Some results on this class of sequences have already 
been published ([2] and [3]). 
On the other hand, if p> l, it is evident that there is no overlapping 
if, and only if, the integers .Ui are not of the form kp + w, where k is any 
positive integer or zero. This is proved as follows: 
let ,u,=kp+w; then ,u·(s)= (kp+w+ ~)p•-~ 
• . . p-1 p-1 
= (k+ ~)p•+l_ ~ p-1 p-1" 
Hence ,u,(s) = .Ui(s+ l), where ,ui= k. Conversely, if ,u,(s) = ,U;(t) (t> s), then 
( W ) 8 ( W ) t ( + W ) t-s W k -
.U•+ p-1 P = .Ui+ p-1 p, or ,u.= .Ui p-1 P - p-1 = p+w, 
where 
k = .UiPt-s-1 + w(pt-s-2 + ... + l ), 
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with the understanding that the coefficient of w in the last expression 
is zero when t- 8 = l. In fact, if we use the convention 
O=po<t-tJ. < ··· <p.;<Pi+l < ···· 
we see that p,=i (i=O, 1, ... , w-1). 
Then f.lw=w+1, and 
p,=i+1 (i=w, w+1, ... , w+p-2), 
and in general, for 8;;;. 1, 
(10) p,=i+8 when w+(8-1){p-1)<i<ro+8(p-1)-l. 
In other words, {.u,} is the sequence of positive integers (which may 
include zero) with w, w+p, w+2p, ... missing. 
3. In this section I return to the problem of the summability of 
linearly recurring sequences with absolute bases. It has been observed 
that this problem is reduced to finding conditions under which 
00 
lim _! a,, ,..<sl 
n.-?oo s=O 
exists. However, we now have p{8) satisfying (7) with p;;. l. It is assumed 
that p=p{O) is one of the integers Pi satisfying (10). 
Suppose that A is the Abel T-matrix; then 
, oo 1 oo ( n ),..(sl 
z,= _!a,,,..<sl= n+1,! n+1 · 
s=O s=O 
For brevity, write c:x = "+ ~ f3 = ~ · then 
r p-1' p-1' 
, = _1 (n + 1)fJ ~ (_!!:_)cvp' 
z, n+1 ---;;;-- .-=-o n+1 · 
Ignoring the factor (n~ 1), the problem is seen to be that. of Abel sums 
with ever-widening gaps. It is not difficult to demonstrate that lim z~ = 0, 
n-+oo 
but since this follows from the rather more general results about to be 
given, we shall not do so. It follows, however, that the "right" values 
([1], 213) of the T-limits of recurring sequences with absolute bases are 
all zero. This last statement is not necessarily true if the bases are not 
absolute, as was shown in Example 3. 
I shall now confine my attention to Norlund lower semi-infinite matrices. 
A is a Norlund matrix when 
a, k= rRn-k (0 < k < n), 
. " 
= 0 (k>n), 
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where R,.=r0 +r1 + ... +r .. #O, and the real numbers r0, r1, ••• all have 
the same sign, apart, perhaps, from a finite number of them. It has been 
noted by PEREMANS (see [2] 538) that such a matrix need not be a 
T-matrix, even though lim ;; = 0. 
fl,-+00 fl. 
On applying A to a recurring sequence {zk} whose base contains one 
non-zero element only, we obtain 
The number 8" is a positive integer (or zero) such that 
0<p(8)<n (0<8<;;8,.), 
p(8)>n (8>s,.); 
in particular we note that these inequalities imply that 
(11) [ {n+ro/(p-1)} J s,.= log l'+ro/(p-1) flogp -0,., (p > 1), 
and 
(12) (p= 1), 
where 0<0 .. < 1, for all n. 
It follows at once that 
(13) lim !! =0 when p> 1, 
n-o-oo n 
and 
(14) lim Bn 1 h 1 -=-:::-wen p= 
n w ' n-+oo 
(w > O). 
We now give some sufficient conditions for the existence of lim z~. 
n-o-oo 
3.1. If r,.= 1 for all n, then A is the (0, 1) matrix and lim z~ exists. 
u-..oo 
For 
when n ~ oo, and, by (13) and (14), lim ~ exists. 
n-+oo 
3.2. If r,. is monotonically increasing, then z~ "'~ as n ·~ oo. 
n 
~or A is now a T-matrix whose convergence field is included in that 
of the (0, 1) matrix (see, for example, [4], 67, Theorem 20). 
For cases when r,. is not monotonic, we have 
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00 
3.3. If there exists a non-zero number A. such that ! h-A.I =o(n}, 
then z~ "'~ as n-+ oo. 
n 
Write r,.=A.+E11, so that 
,. 
R11 =(n+ I)A.+ L Ek, 
k-0 
and 
Sn Sn. L rn-p(s) = (s,. +I) A.+ L En-p(s)• 
•-O s-o 
Hence 
l 1 Bn 
-(s,.+1)A.+- ~ En-p(s) n n 8 _ 0 
But 
" " L I Ek I > I L Ek I' 
k-0 k=O 
and 
,. ~ ~ 
L I Ek I > L I En-p(s) I > I LEn- p(s) I • 
k=O s-O s=O 
so that, by hypothesis, the result follows. 
k-0 
We note, in passing, that the condition is satisfied if r n -+ A., by the 
Silverman-Toeplitz theorem, since {E7.,}, defined by rn=A+En, is a null 
sequence in this case. The converse is not necessarily true, and Dr. P. 
VERMES gave me the example: A.= I with r" = 2 when n is a square, and 
r,. =I otherwise. 
In this last result it should be noted that A need not be a T-matrix, 
since there may be a finite number of elements of {r n} whose sign is differ-
ent from the majority of the elements. However, A is a Kr-matrix, and 
furthermore 
00 1 ,. 
""a = - "" r"-k = I · k n.k R k ' 
k-0 11 k=O 
hence, by the corollary to 1.3., it follows that the associated matrix B is 
a T-matrix. Finally, by 3.1. and a well-known inclusion theorem ([4], 
I08, Theorem 55), we see that the Abel limit of a recurring sequence 
with a single non-zero element in its base is lim ~. 
n-->-oo n 
Theorem 3.3. does not cover the cases rn-+ 0 and oo when n-+ oo. 
To deal with these cases, I consider sequences {rn} for which a monotonic 
function cp(x) can always be found such that 
(I5) li r,. I 
.. -~ rf>(n) = . 
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There is no loss of generality if we suppose that cp(x) is finite for 
O.;;;x<=, and that it does not change sign. We call such a function a 
normalizing function. 
We now have the following result. 
3.4. A sufficient condition that lim z~ shall exist (and have the "right" 
n-+oo 
value) is that the N orlund matrix A shall be such that the normalizing 
function cp(x) satisfies the conditions that 
n--+oo 
lim G(n)== and lim <f>{n) =0 
n--+oo G(n) ' 
n 
where G(n)= f cp(x)dx. 
0 
Suppose that r,. > 0 for all sufficiently large n. By the definition of 
cp(x) this implies cp(x)>O for x;>O. Given a positive E< 1, n0 =n0(E) 
(16) R,., + (1- E)g(n)<R,. <R,., + (1+ E)g(n). 
If s~ is such that, when n > n0 , 
and 
then 
8,. 
(17) K,. +(1- E) h(n) < ! rn-p(sl < K,. + (1 +E) h(n), 
s=O 
where 
I 
8n 8» 
h(n)~ !cfo {n-,u(s)} and K.,= ! rn-p<s>· 
8=0 8=8~+1 
Well-known arguments lead to 
(18) G(n)-G(n0 )+cp(n0 + 1) S g(n) S G(n)-G(n0 )+cp(n+ 1); 
I 
s., 
and if H(n)= f cp{n-,u(x)}dx, where ,u(x) is a monotonically increasing 
0 
function of x, which is an integer when x is an integer, then 
(19) H(n)+cp{n-,u(s~)} S h(n) S H(n)+cp(n-,u); 
the direction of the inequalities (18) and (19) depend upon whether cp(x) 
decreases or increases monotonically. Evidently lim g( n) = = follows 
., .... oo 
from the assumptions, hence 
1-E 1. h(n) 1. 1 1+E li h(n) T+ 1m -(n),;;;;; 1mz., < 1 _E m -(n), E n->oo g n->oo ,._,.oo g 
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from (16) and (17), whenever lim h((:)) exists. Therefore 
t!-+00 g 
1. , li h(n) Ill z,. = m (n) • 
ft-io-OO n----?oo g 
It remains to show that li~ h((:)) does in fact exist. From (18) and 
t!-+00 g 
(19) we get 
(20) FI(n) +cf>{n-,u(s'n)} ~ h (n) ~ H(n) +tf>(n-,u) G(n)+.f>(n+1)-G(n0 +1) ::::"' g(n) ::::"'G(n)+.f>(n0 +1)-G(n0 +1)" 
We now make some observations. Since 
0 .f>(n-,u) .f>(n-,u) li .f>(n-,u) =O 
< G(n) <G(n-,u)'n_,.~ G(n) 
(,u > 0 is a fixed integer). Again, if cp(x) is decreasing lim q, ~(~{J) = 0 ({3 > 0 
n-+oo 
is a fixed integer). If cp(x) is an increasing function, 
n+fl 
f cp(x)dx <cp(n+ 1) +cfo(n + 2) + ... +cp(n+ {3) <f3cp(n+ {3), 
n 
whence 
n+fl f 4> (x)dx 
O< .f>(n+fJ) = .f>(n+fJ) { 1+ n } < .f>(n+fJ) { 1+{3.f>(n+{J)} 
G (n) G(n +fJ) · G(n) G (n+{J) G (n) • 
It follows that 
4>~+~{1-{34>~+~}<"'~+~ 
G(n) · G(n+{J) G(n+fJ) 
for all n, from which we conclude that 
lim q, (n+fJ) = 0 in this case also. 
n-+oo G(n) 
Inequality (20) now shows that 
li h(n) _ 1. H(n) . n-+~ g (n) - n:~ G (n) ' 
that is, the existence of one limit implies that of the other. Suppose 
that p= 1 (the periodic case). In this case we choose ,u(x)=,u+wx, which 
is compatible with (8). Put y=n-,u(x)=n-,u-wx; then 
8~ 1 n-,u 
H(n)= f cp(n-,u-wx)dx=-=- f cp(y)dy. 
0 w - , n-,u-wsn 
But by definition of 8~ it follows that 
n-no-,U h , 
8 < _ w en 8 < 8n, 
w 
n-no-,U h , > _ w en 8 > sn; 
w 
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h ' [n-no-PJ 1) This · li th t ' n-no-P () w·here ence s,.= ~- . Imp es a sn= 00 - n• 
0.;;;0,.< l. That is, 0<n-,u-ws~=n0 +k,., where O.;;;k,.<w. 
It follows, since 
n-p 1-{ f cp(x)dxfG(n)} __,..I as n __,.. oo, that lim z~= if;· 
~~ -00 
Next suppose p>l. Now we choose ,u(x)=(,u+f3)P"-f3(f3=P:1), 
which is compatible with (9). Put y={3+,u(x), thenddx = - 1- 1-, and so y y ogp 
8~ 1 {:J +p(s~) d 
H(n)= f cp{n-,u(x)}dx= 1- f cp(n+/3-y)...!!.. 
0 ~p f:J~ y 
Note also that 
" P+n 
G(n)= f cp(x)dx= f cp(n+f3-y)dy. 
0 p 
Now consider the integrals 
f:J+p dy P+n dy 
11 = f cp(n+f3-y)- and 12 = f cp(n+p-y)--. 
{:J y f:J+p(B~) y 
We have 
P+p 
11 1 J t/>(n+f:J-y)dy 
G (n) < P G(n) __,.. 0 as n __,.. oo, since 
we have shown that 
t/>(n+fJ) 0 
G (n) __,.. 
for any fixed {3 2). Again 
1 2 1 
G (n) < f:J+p(B~) 
1 f:J+n 1 
G(n) f cp(n+f3-y)dy < f:J+ ( ')__,.. 0 as f:J+p(s~) . P a,. 
n __,.. oo. 
But 
1 P+n dy 
H(n)= -{ f cp(n+f3-y)- -11-12}· logp p y ' 
accordingly when 
H(n) H 1 (n) _ 1 P+n dy 
n__,..oo,G(n)'"" G(n), where H1(n)-logp ~ cp(n+f3-y)-y· 
1) Here [x] means the integral part of x. 
2) Actually this result was established in the case where f:J is an integer: it is 
easy to extend this to any ·p. 
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Now define c(n, y) by 
then 
c (n, y) = ,P(n;J"fn)y) ({J < y < {J + n), 
=0 (O<;y<{J and y>{J+n); 
H(n) H 1(n) 1 00 dy 
G (n) ,..._, G(n) = logp J c(n,y) y· 
00 00 y 
But I lc(n, y) I dy= I c(n, y)dy= l, and if Y is fixed, I I c(n, y) I dy ~ 0 
0 0 0 
as n ~ oo by hypothesis. 
Accordingly the method c(n, y) is regular, so that lim !. = 0 implies 
1/-'>00 y 
lim Jc(n,y)dy=O (see [4], theorem 6, 50). Hence, whenp>l, lim z~=O, 
U-->-oo 0 Y n-->-oo 
and the theorem is proved. 
It is evident that 3.4. includes the case when r,. ~ A, for then it is 
sufficient to suppose cf>(x) =A for all x, and the condition of the theorem 
is satisfied. However, 3.4. does not include 3.3., since if {r,.} is bounded, 
then (15) implies that this sequence is convergent, and Vermes' example 
(immediately following 3.3.) is not covered. 
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